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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In recent decades, many U.S. airline companies have outsourced various services in a bid to drive down labor costs. Poverty-
level wages and an absence of health insurance and retirement benefits have become common at many of the country’s 
wealthiest airports. These trends have had a negative impact on the livelihoods of air transportation workers – such as 
baggage handlers, cabin cleaners, and others – who provide vital services to ensure the smooth passage of travelers in and 
out of U.S. airports. 

The Portland International Airport (PDX) is no exception to these problems. As the number of outsourced workers at PDX has 
increased, many PDX workers now earn wage rates that put them far below the Self-Sufficiency Standard of $47,037 needed 
annually to support an adult with a preschool-age child in Multnomah County.1 

But some airports are proving that there is an alternative. Seattle-Tacoma International (Sea-Tac), Los Angeles International 
(LAX), and San Francisco International (SFO) airports have raised the wages of their air transportation workers to $15 an hour 
or more. In recent months, outsourced PDX workers have called on the Port of Portland to follow suit and enact a $15 an 
hour minimum wage for all outsourced workers employed by Airline Service Providers (ASPs).2 ASPs are outsourcing firms 
contracted by airline carriers to perform services, such as airplane fueling, baggage handling, and janitorial services. 

This report examines the economic impact of raising the wages of outsourced workers at PDX to $15 an hour. The findings 
suggest that a $15 an hour minimum wage for outsourced workers would be both affordable for airline companies and a 
boon to the local economy of the Portland Metropolitan Area. The key findings are the following:

OUTSOURCING AND LOW-WAGE JOBS AT PDX

• Airline carriers at PDX have outsourced an increasing number of their workers over the past 15 years, mirroring 
national trends. The share of outsourced air transportation workers at PDX increased from 19% to 26% from 2001 
to 2014. Several studies have confirmed that outsourced air transportation workers earn substantially less than their 
counterparts who are directly employed by airline carriers.3 
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• Outsourced workers are serving more passengers with fewer staff. In 2001, PDX had a ratio of one outsourced worker 
per 1,103 passengers. By 2014, the ratio was one outsourced worker per 1,931 passengers — a 75% increase.

• Even after Oregon’s new legislation raises the state’s minimum wage to $9.75 in July 2016, PDX still will have the 
lowest minimum wage relative to its peer, large-hub airports on the west coast (Seattle-Tacoma, San Francisco, 
Los Angeles, and San Diego).

• According to an analysis of FY 2015 data from the Port of Portland, PDX employee turnover at a group of Airline Service 
Providers (outsourcing firms) was 64% on average.4 

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE FOR PDX AIR TRANSPORTATION WORKERS

• Low-wage employers at PDX use public assistance programs as de facto public subsidies, enabling them to pay 
poverty wages and have taxpayers pick up the expense.

• In 2015, an estimated 338 PDX workers living in Oregon received public assistance benefits. Of these workers 
receiving public assistance, 252 (or 75%) were classified by government data as outsourced, while 86 (25%) 
were classified as directly employed by airline carriers. 

• The estimated cost to taxpayers of public assistance programs used by PDX air transportation workers living in Oregon 
exceeds $3 million per year. This estimate does not include the additional cost of public assistance for low-wage 
PDX workers living in Washington State. 

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF $15 AN HOUR MINIMUM WAGE FOR AIRLINE SERVICE PROVIDERS (ASPS)

• An estimated 1,016 non-managerial outsourced workers at PDX would be covered by a $15 an hour minimum wage 
policy for Airline Service Providers. These outsourced workers earn an average wage between $10.67 and $12.14, 
depending on the data source used for the estimate.

• Raising the minimum wage to $15 an hour for outsourced workers would cost airline companies between 
$5,787,000 and $8,762,000 in additional wage payments each year, depending on the data source used for 
the estimate. 

• Based on the results of another study on the effects of wage increases at the San Francisco International Airport, it 
is likely that some of the costs of a $15 an hour minimum wage at PDX would be partly defrayed by reduced 
turnover costs and increased worker morale and productivity.5 

• Increasing the wages of PDX outsourced workers would create spending and job creation ripple effects in the 
Portland region (including Clark County and other neighboring counties in Washington State). This report estimates 
that a $15/hour minimum wage for outsourced workers would result in up to $7,197,000 in additional spending 
and 81 jobs created in the Portland regional economy. 

AIRLINE COMPANIES AT PDX CAN AFFORD $15 AN HOUR 

• The highest estimated cost of raising PDX workers’ wages to $15 an hour would be only 2.65% of Air Transportation 
industry profits in the State of Oregon in 2013. Moreover, the cost would be only 3.77% of estimated Air 
Transportation industry profits at PDX in 2013.

• Alaska Air Group, the parent company of Alaska Airlines and Horizon Air and the largest airline carrier at PDX, contracts 
with firms that employ an estimated 304 outsourced workers who perform services for Alaska Air Group. 
These outsourced workers earn, on average, $11.36 an hour.

• The cost of raising the wages of Alaska Air Group’s outsourced workers at PDX to $15 an hour would be an estimated 
$2,250,000 which represents only 0.27% of the company’s reported total net income in 2015. 
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LANDSCAPE OF LOW-WAGE JOBS AT PDX 

The Portland International Airport (PDX) is the 30th busiest airport in the U.S. by total number of passengers.6 But despite 
generating an increasing amount of net income for airline companies and the Port of Portland, many PDX workers earn 
poverty-level wages, forcing them to rely on public assistance benefits for basic survival.7 

This report examines the wages and working conditions of outsourced workers at PDX. These are workers, such as baggage 
handlers, cabin cleaners, and ramp agents, who provide services for airline carriers, but are not directly employed by those 
carriers. Instead, these workers are employed by Airline Service Providers (ASPs), such as Huntleigh USA or Airport Terminal 
Services. 

Outsourced workers are not the only workers at PDX making less than $15 an hour. Some directly employed air transportation 
workers also make less than $15, along with low-wage workers in airport restaurants, airport parking facilities, and other 
spaces in the airport. However, the purpose of this report is to specifically examine the wages and employment of outsourced 
workers employed by Airline Service Providers. 

AIRLINE DEREGULATION AND OUTSOURCING

Low wages and precarious working conditions at PDX are symptomatic of two interrelated trends in air transportation that 
have taken hold in recent decades: deregulation and outsourcing. 

Airline deregulation in the U.S. began with the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, which limited federal control over flight 
schedules, airfares, airline quality, and the entry and exit of carriers.8 This reduction of federal control resulted in a dramatic 
uptick in competition between airline companies to offer the lowest fares. Increased competition in turn resulted in airlines 
employing outsourcing as a strategy to drive down their labor costs. The term outsourcing refers to a carrier’s decision to 
contract with a firm to perform services that, in many cases, were previously provided by workers employed directly by the 
carrier. Contractors compete among one another to provide the lowest bid for a range of airline services, including fueling, 
baggage and freight handling, and ticket checking.9 Outsourcing is a staple of many low-wage labor markets, in industries 
ranging from transportation to manufacturing to janitorial services.  

While it is difficult to determine the exact number of outsourced versus directly employed air transportation workers, several 
analysts estimate this breakdown using the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) compiled by the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. These analyses estimate the number of directly employed workers with NAICS code 481 (Air Transportation) 
and the number of outsourced workers with NAICS code 4881 (Support Activities For Air Transportation). The smallest 
geographical unit by which the Bureau of Labor Statistics compiles these industry data is the county level. In order to isolate 
the number of air transportation workers who specifically work at PDX, the estimated 2% of air transportation workers in 
Multnomah County who work at the Portland-Troutdale airport were eliminated from the BLS data. 

As shown in Figure 1, the number of directly employed air transportation workers in the U.S. declined from 614,946 in 2001 
to 446,138 in 2014 (a 27% decrease), and the share of outsourced air transportation workers increased from 19% to 28%. 
PDX mirrors these nationwide trends. As shown in Figure 2, the number of directly employed PDX workers declined from 
4,543 in 2001 to 3,015 in 2014 (a 33% decrease), and the share of outsourced airlines workers increased by 7% over the 
same time period. 
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Figure 1: Outsourced vs. Directly Employed Air Transportation 
Workers in U.S., 2001-14

Directly Employed (NAICS 481 - Air transportation)
Outsourced (NAICS 4881 - Support Activities For Air Transportation)
Share of Total Workers Outsourced

Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW)
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Figure 2: Outsourced vs. Directly Employed Air Transportation Workers 
at PDX, 2001-14

Directly Employed (NAICS 481 - Air transportation)
Outsourced (NAICS 4881 - Support Activities For Air Transportation)
Share of Workers Outsourced

Source: Author's calculations, based on Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW), Multnomah County
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Figure 3 shows how the decline in the number of air transportation workers at PDX has coincided with an increase in the 
number of enplanements (i.e., the unique number of times passengers board planes).13 In 2001, there were 6,168,103 total 
enplanements and 5,592 total air transportation workers at PDX (a ratio of one worker per 1,103 enplanements). But by 2014, 
there were 7,878,760 enplanements and only 4,080 air transportation workers (a ratio of one outsourced worker per 1,931 
enplanements). Thus, the ratio of enplanements to workers increased by a remarkable 75% during this time period. Some of 
this increase reflects economies of scale as airline carriers introduced automation and other technologies into the workplace. 
But these trends also likely indicate that both directly employed and outsourced air transportation workers are doing more 
work with fewer staff. Further research is needed to determine the effect of these trends on the workloads and turnover of air 
transportation workers at PDX. 
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Figure 3: Total PDX Enplanements and Headcount of 
Air Transportation Workers, 2001-14 

Enplanements (In Thousands) Total Air Transportation Workers (NAICS 481 and 4811)
Source: Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Passenger Boarding (Emplanement) and All-Cargo Data for U.S. 
Airports, and Quarterly Census on Employment and Wages (QCEW) for Multnomah County

WAGES AND HOURS

Although no raw data set is available detailing outsourced PDX workers’ wages and hours, it is possible to estimate these 
figures based on industry-occupational matrices and unemployment insurance figures provided by the Oregon Employment 
Department, and anecdotal wage data provided by SEIU Local 49. Both data sets have their limitations. The industry-
occupational matrices use industry codes established by the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS). Most 
outsourced PDX service workers fall under NAICS code 4881 (Support Activities for Air Transportation), but some outsourced 
PDX janitors fall under NAICS 5617 (Services to Buildings and Dwellings) and there may be other outsourced PDX workers 
classified under other industries as well. The anecdotal wage data provided by SEIU Local 49 are specific to the outsourced 
workforce, since they are based on one-on-one conversations between SEIU Local 49 staff and hundreds of airport workers 
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employed by ASPs. These wage data are largely self-reported by individual employees, however in some cases 
they have been confirmed by comparisons to paycheck stubs and other employer-provided documentation. Taken 
together, these data sets allow for reasonable approximations of the wages and hours worked of PDX outsourced 
workers. See the appendix for full discussion of data sources. 

To estimate the number of outsourced PDX workers, this report uses security badge data from March 2016, which 
reports a unique identifier for each employee along with the name of their employer. Based on these badge data, 
there were approximately 1,016 non-managerial, outsourced workers at PDX in March 2016.14 

According to data collected by SEIU Local 49, the estimated average wage for outsourced workers is $10.67. The 
industry-occupational matrices compiled by the Oregon Employment Department suggests that the average wage 
across the 1,016 total outsourced PDX workers may be closer to $12.14. 

Figure 4 displays the 25th, 50th (median), and 75th percentile wages for four different low-wage occupations at 
PDX. Each occupation has a median wage rate that is at least $2 an hour below a $15 minimum wage. PDX baggage 
porters and bellhops make especially low wage rates — even the 90th percentile wage rate for these workers is only 
$11.41 an hour. It should be noted that the Bureau of Labor Statistics uses the Standard Occupational Classifications 
(SOC) system to code employees. The SOC occupational descriptions are different from the job titles and classes used 
by airport management. The occupational title “Baggage Handlers and Bellhops” likely captures baggage handlers, 
while the occupational title “Laborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers” likely captures both some baggage 
handlers and ramp agents. “Vehicle and equipment cleaners” likely refers to cabin cleaners.15 The original SOC 
occupational descriptions contained in the industry-occupational matrix were used in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Wage Percentiles by Select PDX Occupations, 2015

25th Percentile 50th Percentile (median) 75th Percentile
Source: Oregon Industry-Occupational Matrices (NAICS 4881) for Multnomah and Washington Counties, Provided by 
Oregon Employment Department. Occupational SOC codes displayed are 39-6011, 53-7061, 37-2011, and 53-7062. Note 
these wage scales include workers at the Hillsboro and Troutdale general aviation airports, but PDX workers make up an 
estimated 95% of air transportation workers in these two counties, therefore these figures predominantly reflect PDX wage 
scales. 
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Even after Oregon’s new legislation raises the state’s minimum wage to $9.75 in July 2016, PDX still will have the lowest 
minimum wage relative to its peer, large-hub airports on the west coast (Seattle-Tacoma, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and 
San Diego). Figure 5 lists the minimum wage of the PDX’s peer airports along with each county’s self-sufficiency standard, a 
measure of the actual cost of living for an adult with a preschool-age child.16 

Figure 5: Peer Airport Minimum Wages and Self-Sufficiency Standard 
Source: SEIU Local 49 Report. April 201617

Airport Minimum 
Wage

Self-Sufficiency Standard (1 Adult, 
1 Preschool-Age Child)

Percentage of Self-Sufficiency 
Standard Met by Minimum Wage

San Francisco International $18.34 $29.96 61.2%

Los Angeles International $16.04 $26.42 60.7%

Seattle-Tacoma  
International 

$15.24 $28.75 53.0%

San Diego International $10.00 $25.37 39.4%
Portland International $9.25 $22.27 43.8%

The average worker classified in NAICS 4811 (Scheduled Air Transportation) and NAICS 4881 (Support Activities for Air 
Transportation) industries does not work full-time. Analysis of unemployment insurance records completed by the Oregon 
Employment Department show the average number of hours worked for each quarter in 2014, by industry. The average 
numbers of hours worked for all four quarters were totaled and then divided by 50 weeks in order to compute the average 
number of hours worked per week within each airport-related NAICS industry.18 It is important to note that these are the 
average number of hours worked by industry code, not by worker; some workers may have multiple airport jobs. Figure 
6 displays the average number of hours worked for two five-digit NAICS codes and two four-digit NAICS codes. The most 
important figure is the estimate of 36 hours per week (1,779 hours per year) worked on average by outsourced workers 
classified under NAICS 4881 (the industry under which most outsourced workers are classified). These average hours worked 
are used in calculations of the total cost of raising outsourced workers’ wages to $15 an hour. 
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Source: "Estimates of Average Hours Per Job by Certain Industries,” Multnomah and Washington Counties 
Combined, 2014. Provided by Oregon Employment Department, based on calculations of unemployment 
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COST TO TAXPAYERS OF POVERTY WAGES AT PDX 

Many low-wage workers at PDX are forced to rely on public assistance programs in order to sustain themselves and their 
families. These programs include the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)19, the Employment-Related Daycare 
Program (ERDC), and Oregon’s Medicaid program, the Medical Assistance Program (MAP), commonly known as the Oregon 
Health Plan. Low-wage employers at PDX benefit from public assistance programs that function as de facto public subsidies, 
enabling them to pay poverty wages and have taxpayers pick up the expense. If outsourced PDX workers were paid at least 
$15 an hour, fewer workers would need to rely on public assistance benefits and the savings to taxpayers could be reinvested 
in low-income communities. 

During the second quarter of 2015, there were 356 adults in the Portland Tri-County Area (Clackamas, Multnomah, and 
Washington Counties) who received SNAP benefits and also worked in air transportation industries.20 If we assume that 
95% of these adults were employed at PDX (rather than the smaller Hillsboro and Troutdale airports), then 338 PDX workers 
received SNAP benefits.21 Of these workers receiving public assistance, 252 (75%) were classified by government data 
as outsourced, while 86 (25%) were classified as directly employed by airline carriers (see Figure 15 in appendix for more 
detail). 

Using the methodology outlined in the “High Cost of Low Wages in Oregon” report by Reddy, Morris, et al. (2014), the annual 
costs of SNAP, ERDC, and MAP benefits used by low-wage PDX workers were calculated.22 These costs are displayed in Figure 
7. If we extrapolate the public assistance data from the second quarter of 2015 to the entire year, low-wage employers at 
PDX cost Oregon taxpayers at least $3,088,515 in 2015. $2,299,035 of these benefits were for outsourced workers, 
while $789,480 were for directly employed air transportation workers. This amounts to over $6 million in public assistance 
costs per biennium due to low-wage PDX employers.

 

SNAP Costs  
$758,921 

Adult Medicaid (MAP) 
Costs, $1,332,864 

Child Medicaid (MAP) 
Costs, $919,903 

Child ERDC Costs  
$76,827 
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Figure 7: Estimated Public Assistance Benefits for PDX Air 
Transportation Workers Residing in Oregon, 2015 

Source: Author's calculations. Data for calculations provided by Oregon Office of Forecasting, Research, and 
Analysis. Methodology based on the "High Cost of Low Wages in Oregon" report by Reddy, Morris, et al. (2014) 
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It is important to note that this analysis of public assistance expenditure is limited to Oregon and does not include the cost of 
public assistance for PDX workers living in Washington State. Figure 8 is a map of addresses of low-wage workers compiled 
by SEIU Local. 34% percent of these low-wage PDX workers live in Washington. If we assume that a similar percentage of 
PDX workers receiving public assistance also live in Washington, the total cost of public assistance programs for low-wage 
PDX workers (including Washington residents) is significantly higher than the estimate for Oregon residents alone. Further 
research is needed to estimate the public benefit costs for PDX workers living in Washington. 

Figure 8: Residences of Low-Wage PDX Workers Compiled by SEIU Local 4923 

  

Legend: Each red dot represents the residence of low-wage worker and the plane symbol represents the PDX airport
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COST OF RAISING MINIMUM WAGE FOR  
OUTSOURCED PDX WORKERS TO $15/HOUR 

In order to combat the negative effects of low wages on workers and taxpayers, PDX workers have called on the Port of 
Portland to enact a $15 an hour minimum wage policy for outsourced workers employed by Airline Service Providers (ASPs). 
In recent years, Seattle-Tacoma International (Sea-Tac), Los Angeles International (LAX), and San Francisco International 
(SFO) airports have all raised the wages of their outsourced workers to $15 an hour.24 There is significant evidence that 
these minimum wage increases have reduced worker turnover, increased worker morale, and improved the lives of air 
transportation workers and their communities – all with little to no adverse effect on airport operations.

This report’s estimate of the cost of raising the minimum wage at PDX to $15 an hour covers the costs for private-sector 
outsourced workers employed by Airline Service Provers (ASPs). Similar to other reports, this report estimates the number of 
non-managerial, outsourced workers employed by ASPs using publicly available PDX security badge data from March 2016.25 
Non-managerial workers employed by ASPs represent approximately 10% of all workers employed at PDX.26 Figure 9 lists the 
job classes and estimated number of non-managerial workers by ASP:

Figure 9: Estimated Non-Managerial Outsourced Workers Employed by PDX ASPs 
Source: March 2016, PDX Security Badge Data

Airline Service Provider (ASP) Job Titles

Estimated 
Non-Managerial 
Employees (95% 
of total badges per 

company)

Huntleigh USA Corp

Baggage Handlers, Dispatchers &  
Dedicated VIP Screeners,  
Wheelchair Assistants,  
Line Coordinators 278

Airport Terminal Services
Cabin Cleaners, Customer Service, 
Ramp agents 182

John Menzies plc
Baggage Handlers, Cabin Cleaners, 
Lav Technicians, Ramp Agents 169

Quantem Aviation Services, Inc. Cargo Handlers, Ramp Agents 105
Aircraft Service International, Inc. Fuelers 60
ABM Onsite Services Baggage Handlers 32
CBM Systems LLC Janitors 29
Prospect Airport Services Cabin Cleaners 27
Matheson Flight Extenders Cargo Handlers, Ramp Agents 24
Smarte Carte Cart Attendant 20
ABM Janitorial Services Janitors 17
ISS Facility Services Cabin Cleaners 15
Consolidated Aviation Services Security Guards 13
SCIS Air Security Corporation Security Guards 13
AlliedBarton Ramp Agents 10
Matrix Aviation Services Inc Security Guards 10
Bags Inc Baggage Handlers, Dispatchers 9

Total  1,016
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The average wage across these Airline Service Providers varies depending on the data source. As discussed above, SEIU Local 
49 interviewed hundreds of outsourced workers, some of whom shared documentation such as paycheck stubs and employer 
memos related to wages and hours. SEIU Local 49 estimates that the average wage across 10 of these ASPs was $10.67 an 
hour. On the other hand, using wage data contained in the industry-occupational matrix for NAICS 4881 (Support Activities 
for Air Transportation), the average wage for workers employed in occupations associated with Airline Service Providers was 
$12.14 in 2015.27 Both of these average wage estimates are used to project a range for the potential costs of raising the 
minimum wage for Airline Service Providers to $15/hr. 

Based on these figures, this report estimates that a $15 an hour minimum wage for outsourced workers 
would require PDX employers to pay between $5,787,000 and $8,762,000 in additional wages annually 
to 1,016 outsourced workers covered by the policy. This estimate includes 12% employer payroll taxes on additional 
wage payments.28 Figure 10 summarizes these cost estimates.

Figure 10: $15 Minimum Wage Cost Estimates

Workers Covered by Min 
Wage Increase

Average Number of Hours 
Worked Annually

Upper-Bound Cost Estimate 
(SEIU Wage Estimate)

Lower-Bound Cost Estimate 
(Gov Data Wage Estimate)

1,016 1,779  $8,762,000  $5,787,000

These cost estimates do not include directly employed airline employees. According to the Industry-Occupational matrix for NAICS 4811 
(Scheduled Air Transportation) — the industry under which non-outsourced workers are classified — there were an estimated 364 workers 
making less than $15 an hour in 2015. These findings suggest that future efforts should be made to address low wages of directly 
employed, in addition to outsourced, air transportation workers. 

The above cost estimates are overestimates because they do not take into account that some of the costs of a $15 an hour minimum 
wage likely would be defrayed by reduced worker turnover and increased productivity. One estimate found that turnover cost borne by 
employers for low-wage jobs paying less than $30,000 is, on average, 16% of each low-wage employee’s salary.29 In the context of the San 
Francisco International Airport, Reich, Hall, and Jacobs (2003) found that the implementation of a Quality Standards Program and Living 
Wage Ordinance reduced employee turnover “by an average of 34 percent among all surveyed firms and 60 percent among firms that 
experience average wage increases of 10 percent or more.”30 The authors estimate that reduced turnover saved employers $6.6 million 
per year in turnover costs.31 Moreover, one-third of all SFO employers reported improved job performance after the implementation of 
these workplace improvements, with 47% percent of employers reporting improvements in employee morale.32 

PDX currently suffers from high levels of turnover. A recent report found that “in FY 2015, employee turnover at a group of 
Airline Service Providers increased to 64% per year, on average.”33 Similar to SFO, PDX’s high worker turnover would likely 
improve with the implementation of a $15 an hour minimum wage, due to reduced training and hiring costs for PDX employers.34 

For a more detailed discussion of the methodology used for estimating the costs of a minimum wage increase at PDX, see the 
appendix. 
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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF RAISING PDX  
MINIMUM WAGE TO $15 AN HOUR 

Different analyses of the economic impact of minimum wage increases use different methods. However, one of the most common 
methods is input-output (I-O) analysis. I-O analysis typically entails building an econometric model using regional economic data in order 
to estimate multiplier effects associated with changes in the regional economy.

In 2016, the Port of Portland commissioned a study by Martin Associates, which estimates the local and regional economic impact of 
the Portland International Airport in fiscal year 2015.35 The report uses an input-output model developed by the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) called the Regional Input-Output Modeling System (RIMS II), a widely accepted system used by researchers, state and local 
governments, and planning agencies.36 

RIMS II allows researchers to estimate the value added to the regional economy from activity in specific industries. The model measures 
economic impact in two ways. First, it provides an estimate of the number of jobs created by the industry/employer. Second, it provides 
an estimate of the dollar value of personal income and re-spending/personal consumption associated with those jobs. For both of these 
estimates, RIMS II divides economic impact into three parts, illustrated here in the context of PDX: 

• Direct: The number of jobs and personal income generated directly by employers at PDX.

• Induced: PDX workers spend a portion of their income at businesses located in the regional economy. The regional 
businesses where PDX workers purchase goods and services create new (induced) jobs to meet increased demand. 
These newly hired workers also spend a portion of their earnings in the regional economy, which generates more 
jobs and spending. The total effect of re-spending by workers at PDX is estimated using a regional personal income 
multiplier calculated by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA).

• Indirect: When PDX businesses contract with suppliers (e.g., of food and equipment) to deliver their goods and 
services, a portion of those contracts will be with local suppliers who add jobs and spending to the regional economy. 
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Figure 11: Estimates of Economic Impacts of PDX, FY 2015 
Source: Martin Associates. “The Economic Impacts of Portland International Airport  

on the Local and Regional Economy, Fiscal Year 2015.”

Jobs

Direct 10,574

Induced 5,013

Indirect 2,169

Total 17,755

Personal Income (in millions)

Direct $485.1

Re-spending and personal 
consumption (induced) $446.3

Indirect $99.8

Total $1,031.2

Figure 11 contains Martin Associates’ economic impact estimates for PDX in FY 2015. Based on these estimates, the ratio of 
re-spending to direct personal income is 0.92, while the ratio of induced jobs to direct spending is 0.01. In other words, every 
thousand dollars of additional wages for PDX workers results in $920 of additional spending in the regional economy and 1% 
of an annual full-time job. 

Using the cost estimates for outsourced PDX workers (minus the 12% payroll tax costs) and assuming the ratios and 
multipliers in Martin Associates’ analysis are correct, it is projected that a $15 an hour minimum wage for 
outsourced PDX workers would generate an upper-bound impact of 81 induced jobs and $7,197,000 in  
re-spending and personal consumption in the Portland regional economy annually.38 The lower-bound  
economic impact would be an additional 53 jobs and $4,754,000 in regional spending. 

Some may counter that increased labor costs would reduce the number of PDX airline passengers, but an analysis conducted 
for the Port of Portland suggests that, contrary to the claims by some airlines that increased airport-related costs will 
constrain airline operations at PDX, “changes in Seats and Enplanements appear to be more closely related to other variables 
(Employment, GDP, Average Airline Yield, etc.).”39 Moreover, PDX flights are largely “Origination and Destination,” rather than 
transfer flights, because PDX has no large, competing airport in the area. As a result, demand for flights to and from PDX is 
relatively inelastic in response to price changes. Both the regional economy and PDX passenger volume have been growing 
steadily and are projected to continue growing in the near term.40 Therefore, reductions in air travel to and from PDX resulting 
from a minimum wage increase would be negligible, if not non-existent.
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AIRLINE COMPANIES CAN AFFORD  
A RAISE FOR PDX WORKERS

A number of factors suggest that airline companies can afford the relatively modest cost of a $15 an hour minimum wage 
for PDX workers. The airline industry overall, and PDX’s primary airlines in particular, have made record profits in recent years. 
In 2015, U.S. scheduled passenger airlines made an after-tax net profit of $25.6 billion, and Alaska Air Group, PDX’s largest 
carrier, made $848 million in net income.41 

Although airlines generally do not publicly disclose profits specific to a given airport or state, airline profits in Oregon can 
be approximated using gross operating surplus data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA).42 As shown in Figure 12, 
profits in the Air Transportation industry (NAICS 481) have been on an upward trend in the state of Oregon over the decade 
from 2003 to 2013.43 Air Transportation industry profits in Oregon were $65 million (adjusting for inflation) in 2003, and 
increased by a remarkable 354% to $295 million in 2013. 
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Figure 12: Air Transportation Industry Profits in Oregon, 2003-13

To be sure, not all Oregon air transportation profits were generated at Portland International Airport. Oregon is home to 95 
total airports: seven are commercial service airports with scheduled carriers, and 88 are small general aviation airports used 
for private and cargo planes as well as emergencies.44 The seven commercial service airports are listed in Figure 13 by total 
enplanements in the 2013 calendar year. If we assume that the percent of profits associated with each airport is equal to 
its share of total enplanements in the state of Oregon, PDX accounted for 88.05% of all enplanements and commercial air 
transportation profits in 2013.
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Figure 13: Enplanements by Oregon Commercial Service Airport, 2013 
Source: Federal Aviation Administration

Airport ID City Airport Name CY 13  
Enplanements

Percent of Oregon  
Enplanements

PDX Portland Portland International 7,452,603 88.05%

EUG Eugene Mahlon Sweet Field 434,095 5.13%

MFR Medford Rogue Valley International - Medford 306,450 3.62%

RDM Redmond Roberts Field 236,303 2.79%

OTH North Bend Southwest Oregon Regional 16,864 0.20%

LMT Klamath Falls Klamath Falls 13,443 0.16%

PDT Pendleton Eastern Oregon Regional at Pendleton 4,105 0.05%

If we conservatively assume that 80% of all Air Transportation profits in Oregon were generated by commercial airports, PDX 
accounted for $207.6 million of all Oregon Air Transportation profits in 2013.45 Therefore, the $8,660,000 upper-bound 
cost of raising the minimum wage for PDX workers to $15 an hour would be 3.77% of Air Transportation industry profits 
generated at PDX in 2013. It should be noted that this upper-bound estimated cost is an overestimate because it does not 
include savings from reduced turnover and increased worker productivity. In addition, Alaska Airlines and other primary 
carriers operating at PDX already comply with living wage standards at other airports, including LAX and SFO, which implies 
they have mechanisms in place to adjust to higher wage rates at PDX as well.46 

SPOTLIGHT: ALASKA AIR GROUP

Alaska Air Group (parent company of Alaska Airlines and Horizon Air) is the seventh largest airline carrier in the U.S. and 
the leading airline of the Pacific Northwest. In the 2015 calendar year, Alaska Air Group transported 40% of the 1,440,162 
passengers at the PDX airport (see Figure 18 in appendix). 
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Just as the Air Transportation industry as a whole can afford a $15 an hour minimum wage, Alaska Air Group also has the 
means to pay its contractors enough to make it feasible for them to sustainably pay outsourced PDX workers $15 an hour. 
Figure 14 lists the main contractors used by Alaska Air Group at PDX, as well as the additional wage payments required to 
bring outsourced workers serving Alaska up to $15 an hour. 

Figure 14: Summary of Outsourced Workers Performing Services for Alaska Air Group 
Source: SEIU Local 49

ASP

Percentage work  
performed for  

Alaska/Horizon vs. oth-
er Airlines 

(40% estimate based on 
ALK’s share of total PDX 

passengers)

Non-managerial 
employees serving 

Alaska/ Horizon 

Average 
Hourly 
Wage 

(weighted)

Average 
Hours 

Worked/Week 
(est.)

Additional Wage 
Payments for $15/hr 
Min Wage (including 

12% payroll tax)

Menzies Aviation 100% 165 $12.29 36 $934,800
Huntleigh USA 40% 99 $9.35 32 $1,068,940
Aircraft Service 
Int’l (ASIG) 40% 18 $12.50 40 $104,730

ABM Onsite 
Services 40% 14 $12.00 34 $82,820

ABM Janitorial 
Services 40% 8 $11.00 31 $58,570

Total  304 $11.36 35 $2,250,000

Given that Alaska Airlines made $848 million in net income (profit) in 2015, the $2,250,000 cost to the company of raising 
the wages of their outsourced PDX workers to $15 represents just 0.27% of its annual profits.47 Put another way, the cost 
to Alaska Air Group of providing $15 an hour to 311 outsourced PDX workers would be only 2.2% of the company’s $102 
million in dividend payments to shareholders in 2015 or 0.45% of the company’s $505 million in share buybacks in the 
same year.48 
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CONCLUSION

A $15 an hour minimum wage would provide many tangible benefits for the Portland International Airport, outsourced PDX 
workers and the regional economy surrounding Multnomah County. These benefits include reducing job turnover, increasing 
worker morale, reducing workers’ reliance on public assistance benefits for survival, and added job creation and spending in 
the Portland regional economy – particularly in low-income communities where many PDX workers live. 

A $15 minimum wage also would come at a modest cost to airline companies and the Air Transportation industry. The highest 
estimated cost of raising PDX workers’ wages to $15 an hour would be only 3.77% of estimated Air Transportation industry 
profits at PDX in 2013

As the movement for $15 an hour spreads to more cities, municipalities, and states across the country, PDX has the 
opportunity to join other airports that are leading the way in providing dignified, living wage jobs for airport workers. 
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APPENDIX

NOTES ABOUT NAICS CODES

The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) is the standard used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and other 
Federal agencies to classify businesses according to industries. NAICS codes fall in a hierarchy from two to six digits (the more 
digits, the more detailed the industry). The following NAICS codes are used in this report (descriptions are taken from the U.S. 
Census Bureau website49):

NAICS 481 (Air Transportation): Air transportation of passengers and/or cargo using aircraft, such as airplanes and 
helicopters.

• NAICS 4811 (Scheduled Air Transportation): Establishments primarily engaged in providing air transportation of 
passengers and/or cargo over regular routes and on regular schedules. Establishments in this industry operate flights 
even if partially loaded. Establishments primarily engaged in providing scheduled air transportation of mail on a 
contract basis are included in this industry, e.g., air commuter carriers, scheduled air passenger carriers, scheduled air 
cargo carriers (except air couriers), scheduled helicopter passenger carriers

• NAICS 4812 (Non-Scheduled Air Transportation): Establishments primarily engaged in (1) providing air 
transportation of passengers and/or cargo with no regular routes and regular schedules or (2) providing specialty 
flying services with no regular routes and regular schedules using general purpose aircraft. These establishments 
have more flexibility with respect to choice of airports, hours of operation, load factors, and similar operational 
characteristics. E.g. Air taxi services, nonscheduled air freight transportation services, aircraft charter services, 
nonscheduled air passenger transportation services

NAICS 4881 (Support Activities for Air Transportation): Establishments primarily engaged in providing services to the air 
transportation industry. These services include airport operation, servicing, repairing (except factory conversion and overhaul of 
aircraft), maintaining and storing aircraft, and ferrying aircraft.

• NAICS 48811 (Airport Operations): Establishments primarily engaged in (1) operating international, national, or 
civil airports or public flying fields or (2) supporting airport operations (except special food services contractors), such 
as rental of hangar space, air traffic control services, baggage handling services, and cargo handling services.

• NAICS 48819 (Other Support Activities for Air Transportation): Establishments primarily engaged in 
providing specialized services for air transportation (except air traffic control and other airport operations). e.g. Aircraft 
maintenance and repair services (except factory conversions, overhauls, rebuilding), Aircraft testing services

DATA SOURCES BY TOPIC

Passenger Data 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) passenger data available at http://www.faa.gov/airports/planning_capacity/passenger_
allcargo_stats/passenger/previous_years/ 

Public Assistance Benefits 
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) enrollment for workers in the Portland-Tri County Area (Multnomah, 
Clackamas, and Washington Counties) by NAICS code. Provided by Daniel Morris and the Oregon Office of Forecasting, Research, 
and Analysis. 
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Minimum Wage Cost Analysis 
PDX Security Badge Data by Employer, March 2016

Industry-Occupational matrices for NAICS 4811 (Scheduled Air Transportation) and NAICS 4881 (Support Activities For Air 
Transportation), Multnomah and Washington Counties Combined. Provided by Oregon Employment Department

“Estimates of Average Hours Per Job by Certain Industries,” Multnomah and Washington Counties Combined, 2014. Provided by 
Oregon Employment Department based on analysis of Unemployment Insurance Records

Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW) available at http://www.bls.gov/cew/

Estimate of workforce size, hours and wages of 713 PDX workers, provided by the Service Employees International Union, Local 
49

Airline Profits  
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) state-level NAICS gross operating surplus (at 3-digit NAICS level) available at  
http://www.bea.gov/regional/downloadzip.cfm

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE ESTIMATES

This report employs the methodology used in “The High Cost of Low Wages in Oregon” report, which estimates the cost of 
public assistance benefits for low-wage workers across Oregon. This report benefitted enormously from data and calculations 
provided by Daniel Morris, one of the report’s authors, as well the Oregon Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis. 

“The High Cost of Low Wages in Oregon” report contains the following calculations of public assistance benefits usage across 
Oregon in 2013:

• The number of households with workers receiving Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits was 
93.5% of the total number of workers receiving SNAP benefits (multiple workers receiving SNAP occasionally live in the 
same household).

• The fraction of SNAP households with children was 37% and SNAP households with children had on average 2.1 
children. 

• The average SNAP benefit for a household with at least one working adult was $200/month.

• 78% of SNAP households were also on Oregon’s Medicaid program, called the Medical Assistance Program (MAP).

• The average MAP cost for an Oregon household with at least one working adult was $400/month.

• 9% of SNAP households also received Employment-Related Daycare Program (ERDC) benefits. 

• The average EDRC cost for an Oregon household with at least one working adult was $608/month. 

This report assumes that these fixed factors of public assistance benefit utilization and costs have remained relatively constant 
since 2013. It is assumed that only 95% of the outsourced workers in the Portland Tri-County area who received SNAP 
benefits worked at PDX. This assumption was made because if we total all of the workers at PDX, the Hillsboro Airport, and the 
Troutdale airport together, 95% of these workers work at PDX. Figure 15 lists the public assistance estimates according to the 
two main air transportation industries in this report. 
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Figure 15: Summary of Calculations for PDX Air Transportation Worker Public Assistance Benefits, 2015 
Note: Calculations based on “The High Cost of Low Wages in Oregon” report methodology

Type of Estimate
NAICS 4811  

(Scheduled Air 
Transportation)

NAICS 4881  
(Support Activities for 

Air Transportation)
Total

Adult recipients (18-64) who lived in the Port-
land Tri-County area and were in SNAP and/or 

Medicaid during the 2nd quarter of 2015 (April 1, 
2015 -June 30, 2015) and who worked at some 

time during the second quarter

91 265 356

Estimated number of SNAP adults working at 
PDX (95% of adult recipients) 86 252 338

Number of households with adult SNAP clients 
who work (estimated 93.5% of # of workers) 81 235 316

Estimated number of households with children 30 87 117

Number of children living in SNAP households 
with at least one working adult 63 183 246

Total SNAP costs (total number of SNAP house-
holds * average benefit of $200/month) $16,166 $47,077 $63,243

Total adult MAP costs (total working adults with 
SNAP * 78% of SNAP clients currently on MAP * 

average MAP cost of $400/month)
$28,392 $82,680 $111,072

Total child MAP costs (# of children living in 
SNAP  

households * 78% of SNAP recipients currently 
on map * average MAP cost of $400/month)

$19,595 $57,063 $76,659

Total child ERDC costs (# of SNAP households 
with children * 9% of SNAP recipients on ERDC 

* average ERDC cost of $608/month)
$1,637 $4,766 $6,402

Total monthly public assistance costs $65,790 $191,586 $257,376
Total annual public assistance costs $789,480 $2,299,035 $3,088,515

MINIMUM WAGE COST ESTIMATES

Minimum wage cost estimates require three figures: 1) the number of workers covered by the minimum wage policy; 2) the 
average wage across the covered workers; and 3) the average number of hours that covered workers work annually. 

Number of Workers Covered: The most accurate source of data for the number of outsourced workers employed by Airline 
Service Providers (ASPs) is PDX security badge data. These data include a unique identifier for each PDX worker along with the 
name of their employer. Based on these badge data, there were approximately 1069 workers employed by ASPs at PDX in March 
2016. Because it is likely that managerial employees already earn more than $15 an hour, I removed 53 individuals from the 
dataset (5% of the total number of workers employed by ASPs) who I assumed were managers. This assumption is a conservative 
estimate based on SEIU Local 49’s anecdotal data regarding the number of managers across Airline Service Providers. 

Average Wage of Covered Workers: Unfortunately, raw wage data for all outsourced PDX workers was unavailable. Instead, I 
relied on two different approximations of the average wage of covered workers to form a range of the total cost of a $15 an hour 
minimum wage. 

The anecdotal employee data provided by SEIU Local 49 are specific to the outsourced workforce, since they are based on one-
on-one conversations between SEIU Local 49 staff and hundreds of airport workers employed by ASPs. These wage data are 
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largely self-reported by individual employees, which may increase the likelihood of error, however in some cases they have 
been confirmed by comparison to paycheck stubs and other employer-provided documentation. These data are summarized 
in Figure 16.

Figure 16: SEIU Local 49 Anecdotal Worker Data Across 9 ASPs

Airline Service  
Provider Clients Non-managerial employ-

ees
Average wage 

(Weighted)

Huntleigh USA All airlines 248  $ 9.35 

Menzies Aviation Alaska 165  $ 12.29 

Airport Terminal  
Services (ATS) Multiple airlines 150  $ 9.75 

Aircraft Service Int’l (ASIG) All airlines 45  $ 12.50 

ABM Onsite Services All airlines 35  $ 12.00 

ISS American 13  $ 10.08 

ABM Janitorial  
Services Southwest 30  $ 11.33 

Prospect Airport Services United 10  $ 9.25 

 Total  696  $ 10.67 

In order to supplement the results of SEIU Local 49’s worker data, this report is also based on wage data compiled by the Oregon 
Employment Department in the Industry-Occupational Matrix for NAICS 4881 (Support Services for Air Transportation). The 
Multnomah-Washington county matrix for NAICS code 4881 provides the number of workers employed in 2012, the estimated 
number of workers that will be employed in 2022, and the 2015 wage range (including 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th wage 
percentiles) for each occupation title (SOC title). The wage percentiles show the percentage of workers in an occupation who earn 
less than a given wage. For example, if the 50th percentile wage for an occupation is $15/hr, this means that 50% of workers in 
that occupation earn less than $15/hr and 50% of workers in that occupation earn more than $15/hr. The following occupations 
in NAICS code 4881 most closely resembled occupations of workers employed by Airline Service Providers and had the following 
median wages:

Figure 17: Select PDX Occupations and Median Wages 
Source: Industry-Occupational Matrix, NAICS 4881, Multnomah  

and Washington Counties Combined

Occupation 
Code Occupation Title Median Wage 

(50th Percentile)
53-7062 Laborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, Hand  $12.90 
53-6099 Transportation Workers, All Other  $11.10 

37-2011
Janitors and Cleaners, Except Maids and Housekeeping 
Cleaners  $11.89 

39-6011 Baggage Porters and Bellhops  $9.48 
53-7061 Cleaners of Vehicles and Equipment  $11.26 
33-9032 Security Guards  $13.70 
 Total   $12.14 
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There were other occupations that are not included in this table because they did not have publicly available wage data. 
For example, SOC Code 53-6061, “Transportation Attendants, Except Flight Attendants,” likely captures approximately 150 
wheelchair assistants employed by Huntleigh USA, but the industry-occupational matrix did not have a wage range for these 
workers. 

It is important to note that these government data likely overstate the true wage levels of outsourced, non-managerial 
workers at PDX for two reasons. First, the wage ranges for each occupation may include the wages of managerial employees, 
who earn more than non-managerial employees. Second, the wage ranges may include directly-employed workers in that 
same occupation who earn more, on average, than their outsourced counterparts. Finally, in terms of the general accuracy 
of the government wage data, the matrix wage ranges are based on the Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) survey 
administered by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. In the survey, workers report their wage levels in bins, which leaves room for a 
larger margin of error. 

Average Number of Hours Worked: The Oregon Employment Department calculates the average number of hours 
worked by industry using unemployment insurance wage records. NAICS 4881 (Support Services for Air Transportation) is 
the industry that captures most all of the outsourced PDX workers – with the exception of some airport janitors categorized in 
NAICS 5617 (Services to Buildings and Dwellings). In NAICS 4881, the average annual number of hours worked in 2014 was 
1779. 

AIR TRANSPORTATION PROFITS

While data on the profits of nationwide airlines is publicly available, the amount of airline profits generated locally in 
individual airports and states is not. This report uses the calculation of gross operating surplus conducted by the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis (BEA) for NAICS 481 (Air Transportation) as a proxy for air transportation profits in Oregon. 

The BEA defines gross operating surplus as the “value derived as a residual for most industries after subtracting total 
intermediate inputs, compensation of employees, and taxes on production and imports less subsidies from total industry 
output. Gross operating surplus includes consumption of fixed capital (CFC), proprietors’ income, corporate profits, and 
business current transfer payments (net).”50 

Gross operating surplus is a reasonable but imperfect proxy for Air Transportation industry profits in Oregon because it does 
not include depreciation of capital, which is usually reflected in corporate profit and loss statements. In order to account for 
depreciation of capital, this report’s proxy for Air Transportation profits is 90% of the gross operating surplus each year. 
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RELATIVE SIZES OF AIRLINE CARRIERS AT PDX

Figure 18 shows the relative sizes of airline carriers operating at PDX by the number of passengers. Note that 
Horizon Air is a subsidiary of Alaska Airlines.

Figure 18: PDX 2015 Calendar Year Report 
Source: Port of Portland

Airline Inbound  
Passengers

Outbound  
Passengers Total Passengers Percent of 

Total

Alaska Airlines 167,788 172,612 340,400 23.64%
Southwest Air-
lines 131,744 133,389 265,133 18.41%

Horizon Air 118,469 117,756 236,225 16.40%
Delta Air Lines 85,464 86,012 171,476 11.91%
United Airlines 75,165 79,453 154,618 10.74%
American Airlines 47,756 48,149 95,905 6.66%
SkyWest Airlines 29,336 30,534 59,870 4.16%
Frontier Airlines 12,078 12,550 24,628 1.71%
JetBlue Airways 12,218 12,332 24,550 1.70%
Hawaiian Airlines 8,120 8,911 17,031 1.18%
Compass Airlines, 
LLC 5,966 6,633 12,599 0.87%

Jazz Air, LP 6,060 5,560 11,620 0.81%
Spirit Airlines Inc. 5,430 5,567 10,997 0.76%
Virgin America 3,132 3,327 6,459 0.45%
Volaris 2,005 2,433 4,438 0.31%
PenAir 785 803 1,588 0.11%
Seaport Airlines 792 765 1,557 0.11%
XTRA Airways 261 405 666 0.05%
Sun Country 
Airlines 201 201 402 0.03%

Total 712,770 727,392 1,440,162 100%
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